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SUMMARY 
The principal objective of this work was a study of the output of 
the classical straight line, four-bar mechanisms. These are the Watt, 
Evans, and symmetrical mechanisms. This investigation was made by 
analyzing many hundreds of linkages of each type and making a study of 
the resulting data. Emphasis was placed upon organizing the data into 
a form which could be used by a designer for synthesis of these mecha-
nisms . The study was based upon existing theories as presented by 
Delbert Tesar in his Ph. D. thesis (Georgia Institute of Technology, 
1964) . 
In order to obtain the necessary data for the investigation, com-
puter programs were written based upon the existing theories and were 
used to analyze the linkages to be studied. In this work* the output of 
interest from these programs was the length of the approximate straight 
line output and the proportions of the links in the mechanisms. The 
sizes of all linkages and the lengths of their straight line outputs 
were scaled to the same relative size so that meaningful results could 
be obtained from the comparisons. Charts were drawn which showed the 
length of straight line output within a specified deviation as a function 
of the design parameters. The presentation of data in this form allowed 
the easy comparison of the length of straight line output for all the 
linkages investigated. These charts may also be used by a designer to 
determine the length of straight line output that a specific linkage 
will produce, or to determine a linkage which will produce a given length 
IX 
of straight line output. Examples were used to demonstrate the proce-
dures for designing any of the three types of linkages when a necessary 
length of straight line output is given. 
Of the three types of mechanisms studied, the Watt mechanism pro-
duced the most accurate length of straight line output. But, the con-
figurations possible with the Watt mechanism are somewhat limited because 
the two cranks must be parallel in the design of initial position. The 
Evans mechanism will produce a longer length of straight line output 




The planar four-bar linkage which will generate a given function 
has been in use for many decades . Although this type of linkage may be 
analyzed relatively easily, its synthesis proves more difficult. One 
special type of function which may be generated with a four-bar mecha-
nism is a straight line. Of course the slider crank mechanism accom-
plishes this task, but pinned linkages have definite desirable propertie 
which make them particularly attractive for this use. Some of these 
properties are: 
(a) The proper lubrication of the cylindrical bearings in a 
pinned linkage is easy to accomplish, and therefore friction and wear 
can be reduced to a very low level. In the slider crank, lubrication 
and wear at the point of sliding contact are problems. 
(b) The four-bar linkage is light., simple, and easily manu-
factured with high accuracy using standard machine tools. When manu-
facturing errors do occur, the effects on the operation of the linkage 
are very small. Investigation by D. Tesar shows that a 0.5% error in 
manufacture will produce a reduction in accuracy of straight line output 
— fi — Pi 
over a given distance from ;t1.0xl0 to ±5.0x10 
* Superscripts refer to items cited in the bibliography. 
(c) Since the four-bar linkage has at least three independent 
design parameters, this linkage inherently has a great flexibility for 
application to a wide number of design situations „ Linkages can be use 
efficiently to amplify motion and the output element can be a low in-
ertia producing mass, removed from the working elements. 
Some of the uses to which approximate straight line mechanisms 
have been put are: 
Guidance of piston rods 
Radio station indicators 
Granite gang saws 
Film projectors 
Auger hole drillers 
There is the possibility of future use as dwell mechanisms to replace 
cams, ratchets, or indexing gears to allow higher speed operation and 
to replace the slider crank for various applications. 
Scope of This Study 
Three types of mechcinisms commonly known as classical straight 
line linkages, the Watt, Evans, and symmetrical mechanisms, were in-
vestigated in this study„ At the present time synthesis of these 
linkages has generally been achieved by graphical trial and error 
means. Most previous investigators have been content to state general 
information and very little useful quantitative information has been 
published„ Results which have been presented have been primarily con-
cerned with giving the designer a method for finding the necessary link 
dimensions „ Little work has been done to provide the designer with 
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data on the length and accuracy of approximate straight line output., 
An analytical solution of the symmetrical mechanism has been pre-
sented by Chebychev (2) =, His work allows a linkage to be constructed 
which will produce a selected length of straight line output with a 
specified deviation„ But no control is extended to the size of the 
linkage and a very large linkage may be required to produce the length 
of straight line required. With the development of high speed computers, 
analytical methods have become much more feasible. In his Ph. D. thesis 
(1964), Delbert Tesar presented analytical solutions to the three types 
of classical mechanisms, These solutions were particularly adaptable to 
solution with the digital computer. 
It is the primary purpose of this study to reduce the "trial and 
error" effort now required of the designer by providing information as 
to length and deviation of approximate straight line output of specific 
linkages. This should reduce the designer's problem by providing a 
systematic set of choices to optimize the resulting design. The deri-
vation by Tesar was used as the basis of a computer analysis . The data 
derived from this analysis are presented in the form of charts so that 
large amounts of data may be condensed into a practical amount of space-. 
With a minimum of calculations, one may determine from these charts the 
straight line qualities of a specific linkage. 
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A similar chart or nomograph was used by Wunderlich for presen-
tation of data for symmetrical linkages,, These could be used to deter-
mine a parameter which was an indication of the accuracy of the straight 
line output for a specific linkage. This nomograph was too limited to 
be of much use to a designer» 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURES AND GENERAL NOTATION 
In this chapter the general procedures used to obtain the data 
for this thesis and also the general notation used to represent the link-
ages studied will be outlined„ 
Procedures 
The data obtained from this study were the parameters required to 
define a four-bar mechanism which will produce an approximate straight 
line output when certain design specifications are designated. In order 
to accomplish this task, computer programs were written for the Burroughs 
220 digital computer. These programs, one for each type of mechanism to 
be investigated, were written to give, as output, many items of interest 
\ 
in this study. Some of these were: length of approximate straight line 
output, crank rotation angles, link lengths, initial crank angles, ratio 
of longest to shortest links, and coupler point position.. From this 
output, two items were selected to be presented in this thesis, approxi-
mate length of straight line output and ratio of longest to shortest 
link „ Charts were drawn on which contour lines represent the locus of 
I 
those linkages which have equal length of straight line output and the 
chart coordinates are the design parameters. These charts condense many 
hundreds of pages of computer output into a few pages so that the results 
may be reviewed and conclusions be reached,, 
5 







Figure 2 . Deviat ion Curve 
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General Notation 
In order that the reader might more easily follow the presenta-
tion of the research, an explanation of the terms and symbols to be used 
will be given here. 
Basic Terms 
Referring to Figure 1, the configuration of a general four-bar 
linkage, it may be noted that the two fixed pivots are designated 0 and 
a 
0, and the respective ends; of the cranks as A and B. The point D is the 
coupler pointo The length of the fixed link 0 0, is designated Q, the 
length of the cranks 0 A = R and 0, B = T., The length of the coupler 
AB = S. The line AD is length M and BD = N. The angle of rotation of 
crank R is defined by <j> and the angle of rotation of the crank T by f 
The angle y is the transmission angle of A and the angle e is the angle 
locating the coupler point with respect to the coupler center line. This 
notation was used throughout this work. 
Some terms used in describing the properties or output of linkages 
are; 
(a) Approximate Straight Line Output—the length of the coupler 
point path when it approximates a straight line within a certain speci-
fied accuracy (Figure 2). 
(b) Ratio of Longest to Shortest Link—the ratio of the length 
of the longest link in the linkage to the length of the shortest link in. 
the linkage., The link of maximum length is the largest value of Q, Rs 
M+N 
S, T, or — — o The link of minimum length is the smallest of Q, R» S, 
M+N 
T, or M+N„ The notations of — ~ and M+N are used to represent one link 
when determining the maximum or minimum link length. This convention is 
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used because when either M or N is very small it merely means that the 
coupler point is close to the coupler center line and is not detrimental 
to the operation of the linkage and since M+N will always be at least as 
large as S, it will never be the shortest link. But the maximum value of 
M and N must be considered because there is no limit on how far away from 
the coupler center line the coupler point can be. Therefore the values 
of M and N must be considered when selecting the largest link „ Here 
again the value of M and N are not as important to the operation of the 
linkage as are the values of the other links because the coupler point 
is in a fixed position with respect to the coupler link. 
Coordinate Systems 
A uniform set of coordinate systems will be used throughout this 
work„ The coordinates of the pin joints, the fixed pivots, and the out-
put point in their initial positions are derived analytically. The loca-
tion of the coordinate system is dictated by the requirements of the de-
sign equations. The set of coordinate systems is shown in Figure 3„ 
The supporting theory allows the calculation of the coordinates in the 
U, V system of the following essential points necessary to define the 
linkage: 
°a(Ul> V "\ 
V The coordinates of the endpomts of the 
A (UP , VP ) f input crank. 
0 (U V ) 1 
b 2* 2 y The coordinates of the endpoints of the 
B (UP , VP ) [ ° U t p U t Crank* 
D (UPI, VPI) The coordinates of the output point in 
the coupler plane. 
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COORDINATES: 
A UP, , VP, 
UP2 , VP2 B 
0 UPI . VPI 
u, ,v, 





Figure 3. General Set of Coordinate Systems 
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The u, v coordinate system is used to represent the travel in 
the u direction of the output point D and the deviation in the v direc-
tion of the coupler curve from the true straight line. Its origin is 
located at the initial position of the point D. 
The x, y coordinate system is used when calculating the linkage 
dimensions in the initial position. This coordinate system is attached 
to the fixed link with the origin at one of the pivots and the x-axis 




Basic Motion of the Watt Mechanism 
The limiscoid or Watt motion was the basis of perhaps the first 
mechanism actually used to produce approximate straight line motion by 
means of a pinned linkage. In the design or initial position, the con-
trol cranks are parallel so that their intersection which is the instant 
center of velocity for the coupler link relative to the fixed link is at 
infinity. Consequently, the coupler link in this position has pure 
translatory motion and all points in the coupler plane momentarily 
describe path elements that have zero curvature. One point exists on 
the coupler link which will continue to move in pure translation for 
continued rotation of the cranks. Hence this point will produce straight 
line motion. 
The location of this coupler point for the Watt mechanism may be 
4 
found as follows: 
Figures A and 5 show a mechanism 0 ABO, with 0 0, defining the 
a b a b 
fixed link. The length 0 A is denoted R (the crank) and the length 
cL 
0, B is denoted T (the second crank or follower). For a small rotation b 
d(f>, the link AB takes a new position A'B' by virtue of pure translational 
motion o The corresponding small rotation of 0, B is denoted by dip. 
Therefore 
R • d<J> = T • dij; 
11 





Figure 5. Watt Mechanism (Open Type) 
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The point C on A'B' that will continue to move in a straight line is 
located by drawing through point P a line PC // 0 A // 0, B where P is 
the intersection of lines 0 A1 and OB'. The point C divides the link 
A'B1 into two parts, r and (S-r), where S is the length of link AB „ The 
ratio of these two parts will be determined for use in locating point C* 
By the law of sines 
r _ PC* 
s i n d<|> sin(Y~d<f>) 
v ( s - r ) _ PC" 
s i n d \p sin(7r-Y~di| ') 
where v = +1 for crossed type linkages and v = -1 for open type linkages <, 
As classified here, an open linkage is one in which the line of the coup-
ler link does not intersect the fixed link and a crossed linkage is one 
in which the line of the coupler link does intersect the fixed link, 
Since d<j> and dip are small, we can replace their sines with the value of 
the angle. Also the value of d<J> and dip may be neglected in comparison 
with 7T and y „ Thus 
r - _ PC-
d<J> s i n y 
v ( S - r ) _ PC" 
dijj s i n y 
and therefore 
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Figure 6. Watt Mechanism (Crossed Type) 
R 
V,v 
Figure 7. Watt Mechanism (Open Type). 
iLi-lli-^ 
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_E_ - ^(s-r) 
d<{> " di(> 
S i n c e R • d(^ = T • dif; 
R _ dif> 
T d(J) 
T_ = 1_ r__ 
R v (S-r) 
(3-1) 
Letting n = — , then 
v 
r = T^R • (3"2' 
Using this expression, the coupler output point is easily located. Other 
points not lying on the coupler center line, point D (Figures 6 and 7), 
also may produce satisfactory approximate straight line motion. These 
points are those on a line parallel to links 0 A and 0, B in the initial 
a b 
position and through point C. The parameter k = CD will be used to spec-
ify the location of D along this line. 
Referring again to Figures 6 and 7 it can be noted that the co-
ordinate system fixed to the moving coupler plane is denoted by the 
variables U and V. The coordinates of the pin joints of the mechanism 
were derived by D. Tesar and reproduced in Appendix A. Expressions 
for the link dimensions and angles are also included in this same sec-
tion. 
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Method of Compiling and Presenting Results 
A study of the various Watt mechanisms was accomplished using 
computer programs which were written to yield a number of characteristics 
including the length of approximate straight line output and ratio of 
longest to shortest link. In order to obtain meaningful data, it was 
necessary to present each linkage scaled to a size representative with 
all others. This was accomplished by incorporating a "unit length" or 
unit number (UN) into the computer program. This unit number is defined 
as: 
M + N 
Q-+- R + S + T + 2 
UN = ••— 
where the symbols denote link lengths as explained in Chapter II. Each 
linkage investigated was divided by such a number to give a basis for 
size comparison of linkages. 
The straight line output was plotted within deviation ranges of 
0.01, 0.001, and 0,0001 unit. That is, the path of the coupler point 
was plotted and the length measured to the point where the perpendicular 
deviation from the exact straight line just exceeded the specified value 
of the deviation. Then the sum of the lengths plotted on each side of 
the design position gave the length of approximate straight line output. 
Assuming the coupler link to equal one unit, there are five inde-
pendent design parameters for the general Watt mechanism: (a) the 
length of the input crank R, (b) the length of the output crank T, (c) 
the angle of the coupler with respect to the cranks in the design posi-
16 
tion Y> (d) "the distance the coupler point is located from the coupler 
center line k, and (f) whether an open or crossed type linkage is to be 
considered„ In order that the number of possible linkages be reduced 
from 2x°° to a number that may be investigated practically, some design 
parameters had to be eliminated or their ranges limited. Only the 
special case in which the coupler point is located on the center line of 
the coupler was considered in this investigation,, A short analysis of 
the effects of this limitation on the generality of the problem is dis-
cussed later in this chapter. Also, to keep the linkages within prac-
tical ratios of longest to shortest link, both input and output crank 
lengths were limited to a range from 0.4 to 3.0 units. For practical 
configurations, the angle of the coupler with respect to the cranks in 
the initial position was considered for values of 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 
and 90°. This limited the analysis to those mechanisms with high proba-
bility of practical usefulness. 
The results of the computer program were plotted on charts Wl 
through W7 in Appendix B„ The orthogonal coordinates of these charts 
are the crank lengths R and T. Separate charts are presented for crossed 
and open type linkages and one chart of each of these is presented for 
each value of the coupler angle y. The value of the maximum deviation 
is also noted on each chart. Because of symmetry only the half of the 
charts for R less than T are included. The contour lines on the charts 
represent the length of approximate straight line output of given devia-
tion for the linkage which has the specifications given by the coordi-
nates of the point on the contour line. Therefore from these charts the 
approximate straight line output of a particular mechanism may be found. 
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Results Obtained from Charts 
A review of the charts Wl through W7 reveals that the greater the 
initial angle of the coupler with the cranks from 30° to 75°, the greater 
the length of the straight line output for a linkage of given dimensions. 
This results from the fact: that for a-given- angle of rotation of crank R, 
the coupler point C will move a greater distance when the angle y is near 
perpendicularity. Also the nearer the coupler angle is to 90°, the less 
the coupler plane rotates for any given rotation of the crank R. In the 
range of y from 75° to 90° the typical approximate straight line output 
drops off slightly. In all cases the linkages of best output tend to 
have values of R and T at least twice the length of the coupler and with 
R from 2/3 to 3/4 the length of T . 
Another interesting observation is that in every case when the 
remaining design parameters are the same, the open type linkage will 
produce a longer straight line output than the crossed type. Yet the 
crossed type mechanism is more popular among designers at the present 
time. 
Coupler Point Not Located on the Coupler Center Line 
It was noted earlier in this chapter that the coupler point can 
be located a distance from the center line of the coupler. Because of 
the added design parameter which produces an impossibly large number 
of mechanisms to be studied, a complete study of the effects of this 
design parameter k could not be undertaken here. But, for a general 
comprehension of the effects a short survey was included with some 
typical results presented in Table 1. From these few cases, it is noted 
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that for open type mechanisms, the length of approximate straight line 
output for a given mechanism will increase for negative values of k 
when the angle y is less than 60°. For the angle y greater than 60°, 
the approximate straight Line output increases for positive values of 
k and decreases for negative values of k. Some exceptions are noted 
in which the output decreases for all values of k / 0. Also the output 
tends to decrease in all cases as k becomes large. 
For crossed type mechanisms, the approximate straight line output 
tends to increase for both positive and negative values of k, but the 
increase is limited to small values of k„ This limiting effect on the 
size of the absolute value of k for an increased length of output becomes 
more pronounced as the value of the angle y increases. 
Hence it can be seen that more flexibility in design and use of 
the Watt mechanism may be obtained if consideration is given to locating 
the coupler point off the coupler center line. Considering the trends 
mentioned above, one should be able to predict the results for mechanisms 
having the coupler output point not located on the coupler center line. 
19 
Table 1. Length of Straight Line Output for General Watt Mechanism 
OPEN TYPE MECHANISMS n = - 1 
Y = 30c R l . i 
2 . 0 0 .309 0 .318 0 .314 0 .310 0 .334 0 .345 0 .356 
2 . 8 0 . 4 7 1 0 . 4 9 4 0 .522 0 . 5 3 3 0 . 5 5 4 0 .582 0 . 6 0 3 
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 
y = 45° R =• 1.0 
T 
T 
= 2 . 0 
= 2 . 8 
0 .494 0 .526 0 .560 
0 .490 0 . 5 1 1 0 .540 
0 .596 0 . 6 1 7 0 . 6 2 4 0 . 6 2 3 
0 . 5 9 0 0.616. 0 . 627 0 . 6 1 8 
k = 1.5 1.0 0 . 5 0 .0 - 0 . 5 - 1 . 0 - 1 . 5 




= 2 . 8 
1.010 0 . 9 6 4 0 .926 
0 .672 0 .736 0 .836 
0 .910 0 .850 0..815 0 . 7 7 3 
1.019 0 .952 0..762 0 . 6 5 8 









Y = 90° R = 1.0 
T 
T 
= 2 . 0 
= 2 . 8 
1 .443 0 .996 0 .915 
0 .825 0 .982 1.260 
0 . 8 6 3 0 . 8 1 4 0 .767 0 .712 
0 .880 0 . 7 6 7 0 .703 0 . 6 4 8 

















0 . 4 6 1 0 . 4 9 5 0 . 4 8 4 
0 . 5 0 8 0 .469 0 .482 
0 .395 0 .434 0 . 4 3 4 0 .409 
0 . 4 1 8 0 . 4 1 4 0 . 4 2 3 0 .396 




Y = 45° R = 1.6 
T 
T 
= 2 .6 
= 2 . 8 
0 .576 0 .693 0 .710 
0 . 5 2 4 0 .592 0 .703 
0 . 5 0 5 0 .576 0 .542 0 . 4 8 3 
0 .482 0 .565 0 .529 0 .469 





T = 2.0 
T = 2.8 
Y = 75° R = 1 .8 
0 .596 0 .677 1 .030 0 . 7 3 0 0 . 9 8 4 0 .682 0 . 5 7 8 
0 .560 0 .625 0 .962 0 .702 0 . 8 5 1 0 . 6 3 8 0 .550 
1.5 1.0 
Y = 90° 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 







0 .576 0 . 6 6 1 0 .825 1 .043 0 . 9 1 8 0 . 9 8 4 0 . 8 3 1 0 . 6 6 1 0 .560 
0 . 5 4 8 0 . 6 1 9 0 .760 1.090 0 . 8 9 4 0 .932 0 . 8 0 7 0 . 6 2 4 0 . 5 3 5 








Basic Motion of Evans Mechanism 
The general form of the Evans mechanism is based on the Cardanic 
circles which produce a special form of cycloidal motion. This cycloidal 
coplanar motion is generated by a circle rolling on the inner surface of 
a fixed circle of twice the diameter of the moving circle (Figure 8). 
All points rigidly attached to the smaller circle (such as A) describe 
elliptical point paths. Those points on the surface of the smaller 
circle (such as B and D) trace exact straight line point paths along 
diameters of the larger fixed circle. 
If any two points (Eixample: points B and D in Figure 9) of a 
moving plane are momentarily tracing exact straight line point) paths, 
the remaining points (Example: point A) of the moving plane trace el-
liptical coupler curves, segments of which may be approximated by a 
circular arc (Example: the arc described by the radius 0 A). If point 
CL 
B is guided by a slider and A is controlled by a rigid crank 0 A, the 
a. 
resulting slider crank mechanism will have an approximate straight line 
output at all points such as D. If the straight line point path of B 
is satisfactorily approximated by a circular arc of sufficiently large 
radius (0,B) the resulting four-bar linkage is known as an Evans mecha-
nism. The accuracy of the straight line output at D will depend upon 













Figure 8. Cardan Motion. 
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Figure 9. General Form of the Evans Mechanism. 
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Referring to Figure 9 it can be noted that again the fixed co-
ordinate system is designated by U, V and the coordinate system moving 
with the coupler plane designated by u, v. Expressions for the positions 
of the pin joints and coupler points of the Evans mechanism in the U, V 
system were derived by D. Tesar and are included in Appendix A. Expres-
sions for link dimensions and angles are also given in terms of the de-
sign parameters in this same section. 
Method of Compiling Data 
Computer programs were written to analyze the characteristics of 
various Evans mechanisms. The most important property obtained was the 
length of the approximate straight line motion within specified devia-
tions . Also important in this analysis is the ratio of the longest to 
shortest link. In order to compare the qualities of one mechanism with 
others it is necessary to reduce all mechanisms to the same relative 
size by the use of the unit number (UN). As before 
M+N 
U N = Q * R+
 S + T + 2 
5 
The approximate straight line output was calculated for three deviation 
ranges: 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 units. 
For the Evans mechanism there are five basic design parameters. 
Referring to Figure 9, they are: (a) The length of the follower crank 
T denoted by k, (b) the angle 3 locating the position of the fixed point 
0 , (c) the distance p locating the pin joint A on link R, (d) the angle 
a 
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a) locating the initial position of the linkage, and (f) the angle a 
locating the output coupler point D on the smaller Cardan circle. Since 
each of these parameters has a theoretically infinite range, there are 
5 00 possible mechanisms. Of course it was necessary to reduce the number 
of mechanisms to be investigated. First the value of k was established 
at a fixed value of ±2 units. The value of rho (p) was limited to the 
range between -1.0 unit and +1.0 until the angles beta (3) and omega 
(to) were limited to from 0° to 90° and the angle alpha (a) was considered 
from -90° to +90° . These limits were established considering only the 
effects of the basic configuration of the design arrangements. Still the 
number of possible mechanisms remaining was too large to investigate 
thoroughly. To decide which area of these mechanisms to investigate 
further, an analysis of the entire range was made by calculating a rela-
tively small number of linkages in each area of the entire range, and 
from the characteristics of these, deciding which areas to investigate 
more closely. The criteria for this decision was the relative length 
of approximate straight line output and the ratio of longest to shortest 
link. To simplify the problem of selecting the areas of mechanisms to 
be investigated, only areas where approximate straight line output was 
greater than 0.75 unit and ratio of longest to shortest link was less 
than 10 were calculated by the computer program. 
The eight areas for which charts El through E1M- are plotted were 
chosen as the areas of most useful data. And of these, the areas of 
best results were plotted for more than one deviation limit of approxi-
mate straight line output. 
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Note that the angle omega (OJ) is not a parameter for the size of 
the linkage because it specifies the initial position of the linkage. 
Also the difference angle (UJ-3) is significant in predicting the accuracy 
of the resulting approximate straight line motion. If o)-3 is small, the 
approximation will be quite accurate over a small range. If, however, 
u)-3 is large, then the approximation will be poorer but the range will 
have been increased. 
The Special Area for p = 0 
One area of linkages which was investigated because it showed 
promise of containing useful linkages was the area for which p = 0. 
When results were obtained it was noticed that the parameter 3 seemed 
to have no effect on the outcome of the analysis. Further investiga-
tion of this fact showed that truly the parameter 3 had no effect and 
could be omitted from the necessary design parameters, a proof of this: 
The location of the pin joint A from Equation (A-12) in Appendix 
A for p = 0 is (Refer to Figure 9) 
VP = sinoj (4-1) 
UP.. = cosu) 
Note that these equations are now independent of 3. The slope of line 
A P is 
o o 
S l r l W 4- / . . O N 
m = = tan w (4-2) 
COSU) 
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such that the equation of this line in the U, V system is 
V = 2sin a) + tan u> (U - 2 cos to) (4-3) 
The equation of line OP is 
U = V cot 3 (4-4) 
Lines OP and A P i n t e r s e c t a t the des i r ed l o c a t i o n of f ixed p ivo t 0 c o o a 
which has t h e coo rd ina t e s from Equation (A-16) . 
V _ 2 sinu) ~ 2m costo 
1 1 - m cot B ( 4 " 5 ) 
fi - 2 sinoa - 2m cos to 
1 t an 3 - m 
When the express ion for m i s s u b s t i t u t e d i n t o Equation (4-5) i t produces 
the new e x p r e s s i o n for t h e coord ina te s of t he p i v o t 0 
V± = 0 (4 -6 ) 
U = 0 
and this result is obviously independent of 3. Therefore the pivot 0 
is always located at the point 0 when p = 0. Since the location of the 
pivot 0 was the only point dependent upon the value of 3 for its loca-
CL 
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tion, 3 may be eliminated as a design parameter when p = 0. This result 
is useful because it eliminates one design parameter in an area of link-
ages with very good relative straight line outputs. 
Presentation of Results 
The final results of the investigation are presented in charts 
El through E14- in Appendix B. In charts El through E8 the orthogonal 
coordinates are p and a with the values of k, u), and 3 given above each 
plot as a constant for that plot. On charts E9 through E14- the ortho-
gonal coordinates are w and a with values of k and p given above the 
charts. No value of 3 is necessary because the results are independent 
of 3. The range of values of the ratio of the longest to shortest link 
is also noted on all charts;. Because of the small size of the maximum 
ratio and also the small range of values, it was not necessary to plot 
values of the ratio corresponding to individual linkages in most cases. 
The contour lines indicate the length of approximate straight line out-
put within the deviation specified. From any of the charts a point with 
a certain approximate straight line output may be selected. Then from 
the coordinates of this point and the constants on the chart, the linkage 
which will produce this motion can be constructed. 
Conclusions from Results 
More emphasis was placed on the area where p = 0 and charts in-
cluding all three accuracy ranges were plotted. This was because this 
group of linkages not only produced relatively long straight line out-
puts within the largest deviation, but maintained above average output 
characteristics when smaller deviations were investigated. Also this 
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is the area of investigation requiring only four design parameters, two 
of which, p and k, may be considered almost as constants. The value of 
p must be zero in order that 3 not be a factor and k is taken as ±2 but 
the charts for these two values of k are very similar. Therefore one 
is at liberty to select from either chart depending upon the configura-
tion needed for his specific case. From this set of charts it is also 
noted that when the angle 60-$, which is a) minus a constant, is large, 
the approximate straight line output is not very accurate but covers a 
large range or length. But when co-3 decreases, the accuracy of the ap-
proximate straight line output is better but the range is shorter. This 
can be noted because the maximum length of approximate straight line out-
put at low accuracy, 0.05 unit, occurs at co = 60°. But maximum length of 
output occurs at co = 45° for accuracy of 0.01 unit and at u = 25° for 
accuracy of 0.001 unit. The general shape of the contour lines shows 
that the maximum points truly indicate the general trend of all points 
on the charts. These results could have been predicted from statements 
earlier in the chapter about the effects of the factor (OJ-B). 
Charts of other areas of good approximate straight line output 
are included but not necessarily for all investigated values of devia-
tion. Those values of devicition not included were not suitable for use 
because of low values of straight line output . 
On some charts it is noted that the length of approximate straight 
line output is below the value of 0 .10 unit for some linkages. Such 
areas of the chart should not be considered useful because in this range 
of values, the output was obtained from an input crank rotation of only 
one degree in each direction from the design position or possibly in 
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only one direction. Therefore this is not a true approximation of a 
straight line since the deviation limit was exceeded on the first or 
second step calculated by the computer program. But, this same linkage 
may have good characteristics when a greater deviation is allowed. 
The areas on the charts which contain no values and also no grid 
lines represent areas where the approximate straight line output for 
0.05 unit deviation was less than 0.75 units or the ratio of longest 
to shortest link was greater than 10. Such areas were not investigated 
because of the need to limit the number of linkages. 
No one type of Evans mechanism will produce a significantly better 
straight line output than the other types. Since all values of ratio of 
links are in a usable range, for linkages having the same approximate 
straight line output, the final deciding factors must be configuration 
and angles of rotation and transmission. These properties are obtained 
most easily by plotting the linkage and determining their values graph-
ically. Such a method is still somewhat trial and error but the charts 





Basic Motion of Symmetrical Mechanisms 
For a study of general symmetrical linkages, no special design 
procedures need be used. Special cases of symmetrical linkages are the 
Roberts, Chebychev, and those resulting from curvature theory. All of 
these linkages may be specified (Figure 10) by the following parameters: 
a:. This parameter orients the fixed pivots about the center line 
of the linkages. If a is negative, the cranks are crossed. 
c: This parameter is the altitude of the coupler triangle from 
the coupler link AB . 
d:. This parameter gives the spacing between the coupler and 
fixed link in the central position. 
The fixed coordinate system is the x, y system and the coordinate system 
moving with coupler plane is the u, v system. Expressions for link 
dimensions in terms of parameters and the coordinate transforms were de-
rived by D. Tesar and are included in Appendix A. 
Methods of Compiling and Presenting Results 
A computer program was written to analyze the characteristics 
of the symmetrical linkages. The Two most important properties investi-
gated were the length of approximate straight line output and the ratio 
of the longest to shortest link. Since no theory nor information was 
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Figure 10. Symmetrical Mechanism. 
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available on what types of symmetrical linkages produce the most desirable 
characteristics, a survey of a large range of the parameters was made to 
find promising areas to be investigated more closely. As was the case 
with the other types of linkages, it was necessary to unitize the result-
ing linkages and outputs so that they might be effectively compared. 
Each was divided by a unit number (UN) defined by: 
M + N 
U N = Q +
 R + s + T + 
The areas determined as most desirable are those shown on Charts SI 
through S12 included in Appendix B. Each of the areas is investigated 
for deviations of 0.05 and 0.01 unit. 
The orthogonal coordinates are d and c. The parameter a is held 
constant for each chart but varied from chart to chart. The value of a 
ranges from -5.0 to +5.0 units. The values of c vary generally from 
-2.0 to 6.0 units, and values of d from 0.0 to 6.0 units. The contour 
lines on the charts represent the length of approximate straight line 
motion for the accuracy indicated. Also the ratio of longest to short-
est link is included either as a note when the range is small or as 
superimposed contour lines in other cases . Additional properties of 
the symmetrical mechanism to be studied are easily formed graphically 
from the parameters which are the coordinates of the point on the chart 
which indicates the desired approximate straight line output. 
Special Cases of Symmetrical Linkages 
One special case of the symmetrical linkage is the Chebychev 
LUL 
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mechanism. The method of design for the symmetrical Chebychev mechanism 
2 . . 
as given by S. S . Block involves the solution for the dimensions of the 
linkage from a given set of equations using two input parameters 0 , and 
0,. The value of 0, is the initial value of the angle between the verti-
4 1 6 
cal and the input crank and 0 is the value of the same angle in the 
fourth and final position of the motion required to produce the approxi-
mate straight line. This set of equations was incorporated into a com-
puter program and the results obtained for a large range of 0 and 0 . 
These results were read out in the form of the design parameters a, c, 
and d used to specify a general symmetrical linkage. Where a linkage 
meeting the design requirement of the Chebychev linkage fell in a range 
of a, c, and d presented on one of the charts SI through S12, the locus 
of the Chebychev linkage is denoted by a dashed line. On charts where 
no Chebychev linkages are designated, none were present. Only on charts 
S7, S8, S9, and S10 were Chebychev linkages found within the range of 
parameters a, c, and d. These were investigated. 
Another special case of the symmetrical linkage is the linkage 
determined by curvature theory according to D. Tesar . In this case 
the coupler output point coincides with the inflection pole and the 
cranks are specified equal. For these conditions there is only one 
PO 
input variable k which is defined as : k = —. where PO is the 
Sin a a 
a 
directed distance from the fixed link pin joint to the inflection pole 
and a is the angle between the fixed link and the input crank in the 
initial position. A computer program was set up to determine linkages 
according to these specifications in terms of the design parameters a, 
c, and d. Where linkages produced from curvature theory were located 
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in areas incorporated on charts SI through S12 they were denoted by a 
point on the chart. Only one linkage was found that conformed to both 
curvature theory and also fell on the charts of general symmetrical 
linkageso This was on Chart SI and S2. In all other cases the linkages 
conforming to curvature theory lay somewhere outside the range of a, c, 
and d which had been plotted. 
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CHAPTER VI 
USE OF RESULTS FOR DESIGN PURPOSES 
The charts of the approximate straight line output for the Watt, 
Evans, and symmetrical mechanisms may be used for design purposes as 
well as for a general survey into the characteristics of the various 
linkageso In this chapter will be included'a short discussion of how 
to use each set of charts for design purposes along with a few examples„ 
As a preliminary thought it: should be carefully noted that if a mecha-
nism selected from a chart is increased or decreased proportionately in 
'i 
size, the straight-line accuracy, as well as its length, change in the 
same proportion„ For instance, if the si2-,e is increased to double the 
length of the straight line, the maximum deviation will double as well,, 
The Watt Mechanism Charts 
In order to select a mechanism from the charts for the Watt mecha-
nism, charts Wl through W7, the following procedure should be used. 
1„ Decide upon the type of Watt mechanism desired, crossed or 
open „ 
2, Select the coupler direction angle gamma wanted. 
3„ Read the crank lengths T and R from the appropriate chart 
for the length of straight-line and accuracy needed. The coupler link 
S is one unit long„ The length of Q, M, and N can now be determined 
from the following equations: 
PARAMETERS 
v =- 1 X= 75° R * 1.0 T = 2.0 
DIMENSIONS 
Q = 0.9 062 S = 0.74 43 
R = 0.7443 M = 1.4886 
T = 1.488 6 € = 0.0 
RESULT: S 
D 0.0001 0.001 0.01 
L 0.195 0.427 1.793 
POINT PATH c d 
OF C- . . / [ 
°h 
Tfrrh, 








T + n R 
c c 
N = M - S 
Q = S2 + (T - R ) 2 - 2S(T - R ) cos Y 
c c c c 
Then the length of all links must be adjusted by the factor UN in the 
following manner 
T , = (T , J / (UN) actual chart 
The unit number is calculated as indicated earlier. 
4„ If the selected proportions prove undesirable, other combi-
nations can be selected which have the same or very nearly the same 
straight-line length.. 
5. If none of these serve the purpose well enough, the linkage 
can be expanded or contracted as needed. If the mechanism is enlarged, 
for instance, the approximate straight-line will lengthen by the same 
proportional amountj but so will the deviation„ A decrease in size will 
similarly reduce the length as well as the deviation from a straight 
line. 
Example 
An example will illustrate the use of the charts, the execution 
of the steps indicated above, and the application of the UN factor 
(Figure 11). Take any point on any chart, say chart W4„ for which, 
Y — 75° 
n = - 1 
D 
c = 







L c = 1.79 
S = 1.00 
N = - ^ L = ^ X 1 - 0 0 = 2.00 
T +nR 2 . 0 0 - 1 x 1.00 
c c 
N = M-S = 2 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 = 1.00 
Q = / S2+(T -R ) 2 - 2 S ( T -R ) cos v 
c c c c 
= / 1 . 0 0 2 + ( 2 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 ) 2 - 2 x l . 0 0 x ( 2 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 ) - 0 .259 
/ 1 .48 = 1 .21 
M+N 
Q+R+S+T+ 2 
2 . 0 0 + 1 . 0 0 









R = R /UN c 
1.00 
1.34 = 0.75 
s = V U N = T^- °-75 
T = T /UN c 
2.00 
1.34 = 1.49 




Therefore the mechanism which produces the length of straight line L 
1„79 unit within D = 0.01 unit deviation is: 
c 






0 . 7 5 
T 
a = 1,49 
M a = 1„49 
Y a = 
75° 
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The Evans Mechanism Charts 
In order to select a mechanism from the charts for the Evans 
mechanism, charts El through E14, the following procedure should be 
used, 
1. Choose the parameter k to be +2„0 or -2.0. 
2 „ Using the length of straight line and deviation required as 
a guide, select a point on one of the charts El through E14„ The co-
ordinates of the point and the constant values written above the chart 
will specify the linkage which produces the required straight line output 
3a Using the values of the parameters obtained in Step 2, calcu-
late the linkage dimensions. . For the general case where all five param-
eters are used, the method of obtaining the dimensions is to first cal-
culate the coordinates of the pin joints from Equations (A-10) through 
(A-17) in Appendix A. From these coordinates the linkage dimensions 
can be calculated by the use of the general expression for the distance 
between two points in a plane: 
LENGTH := /(U 2-U 1)
2 + (V^V^ 2 
A graphical layout of the mechanism will give the initial position, 
For the case when p = 0 and 3 is not included among the parameters, the 
coordinates in the U, V system are calculated from Equations (4-1), 
(4-6), (A-10), (A-ll), and (A-17) in Chapter IV and Appendix A. Note 
that R = 1 „0 and S = 1.0 for all linkages in this group. The length 
of all links must now be adjusted by the factor UN as was explained 
earlier for the Watt mechanism., 
PARAMETERS 
k =-2.0 ai = 30° £=15° />=0.l a 
DIMENSIONS 
Q = 1.5964 S = 0 .5974 
R = 0.4888 M = 0.7104 
T = 1.3091 N = 1.3062 
RESULTS 
D 0.001 0.01 0.05 
L 0.109 1 3 6 4 1.975 
POINT PATH to0* 
OF D—7 
<rj 
Figure 12. Example Evans Mechanism. 
Wl 
h., If the proportions of the calculated linkage prove undesir-
able, other combinations of the parameters may be selected from the same 
or other charts which include mechanisms of the same or very nearly the 
same straight line length., 
5o If none of these serve the purpose well enough, the linkage 
may be expanded or contracted as needed. 
Example 
An example will illustrate the use of the charts and execution 
of the steps indicated above (Figure 12). Select any point on any chart, 
say, 
K = -2„0 
u> = 30° 
3 = 15° 
p = 0.1 
a = 60° 
L = 1„98 c 
D =0.05 c 
Calculating the coordinates in the U, V system of the pin joints, 
_ Sina) - p sin(23-(o) . . -. ̂  
m _. — __ _ (A-13) 
cosw - p cos(2 8-u)) 
sin 30 - (0„1) sin 2(15)-30 _ 
cis 39 - (0,1) cos 2(15)-30 °-bod 
.T 2 sinoa - 2m coso) . . 
V — — — (.A-lb; 
1 1 - m cot 8 
2 sir- 30-2(0.653) cos 30 n „„._ 
-• ._—. :—_ : n QQI 
1-C0..653) cot 15 
U - V cotB = (0.091) cct 15 = 0„33 
V = -k = + 2.0 
U = 1 + cos to = 1+ cos 30 = 1„866 
UP -• sinoo + p s i n (23~<D) 
= s i n 30 + ( 0 1 ) s i n [ 2 ( 1 5 ) - 3 0 ] = 0 .500 
VP = coso) + pcos (23-w) 
= cos 30 + ( 0 . 1 ) c o s [ 2 ( 1 5 - 3 0 ] = 0 .966 
UP =• 2 coso) = 2 cos 30 = 1.732 
VP2 = o 
UPI - 2 cos a cos (01+00) 
= 2 cos ( 6 0 ) cos (60+30) = 0 . 0 
44 
VPI = 2 cos a s i n (a+a>) 
2 cos (60 ) s i n (60+30) = 0..500 
Then, c a l c u l a t i n g t h e d i m e n s i o n s 
T h e r e f o r e 
And 
Q = / ( U - U ) 2 + (V -V V 
C 2 1 2 1 
= / ( l . 8 6 6 - 0 . 3 3 ) 2 + ( 2 . 0 0 - 0 . 0 9 1 ) 2 = 2 . 4 4 
R 
c — 0 .74 
S 
c = 0 . 9 1 
T 
c = 2. ,00 
M 
c 
= 1, ,09 
N c = 2 c 00 
M+N 
UN = 2 t I t | t l L i _ = 1 . 5 3 
2 44 
Q = Q /UN = f ^ - = 1.60 
C i . O O 
R r- R /UN = 0„49 c 
S = S /UN = 0„60 
c 
T = T /UN = 1 ,31 c 
M = M /UN = 0 . 7 1 
c 
45 
N = N /UN = 0„31 
These dimensions specify the mechanism which will produce the specified 
output, a length of straight line L = 1„98 within a deviation of D = • 
0„05. 
The Symmetrical Mechanisms Charts 
To use the charts for the symmetrical mechanisms, charts SI 
through S-12, one should use the following procedure. 
1. Decide whether a mechanism with the cranks crossed or un-
crossed is desired, a will be plus or minus, respectively. 
2„ From one of the charts for the type of mechanism selected 
in Step 1, choose a point at which the straight line output satisfies 
the design requirements. From the coordinates of this point, c and d, 
and the constant value of a, the dimensions of the mechanism may be 
calculated. The equations (A-18) in Appendix A and S = 2.0 are used 
for this calculation. Then, the length of all links must be adjusted 
by the factor UN as was described earlier„ 
3„ If the calculated proportions of the linkages prove unde-
sirable, other combinations of the parameters may be selected which 
have the same or very nearly the same straight line length... 
4„ If none of these serve the purpose well enough> the linkage 
may be expanded or contracted as needed. 
Example 
An example will illustrate the use of the charts and the execu-




a = ~3 .0 c = 1.0 d = 2.5 
DIMENSIONS 
Q = 1.59*7 S = 0 .5306 
R = 1.2513 M = 0 .3752 
T = 1.2513 N = 0.3752 
RESULTS 
D 0.0 0 1 0.0 1 0.05 
L 0.768 0.893 1.130 
POINT PATH OF D 
Figure 13. Example Symmetrical Mechanism. 
a - - 3 . 0 
c = 1 .0 
d = 2 .5 
L 
c 




S i n c e a = - 3 . 0 , t h i s i s a mechanism w i t h c r o s s e d c r a n k s . C a l c u l 
t h e d i m e n s i o n s from e q u a t i o n (A-18) 
Hence 
S = 2 . 0 
c 
Q = • 2a = 2 x -3„0 = 6 . 0 
R = T p = [ d
2 + ( l - a ) 2 ] 1 / 2 
= C ( 2 . 5 ) 2 + ( l + 3 . 0 ) 2 ] 1 / 2 = 4 . 7 1 
M = N = [ 1 + c 2 ] 1 / 2 
c c 
= 1 + [ ( 1 . 0 ) 2 ] 1 / 2 = 2 .00 
Q = Q^/UN = 6 . 0 / 3 . 7 7 = 1.59 
R = R /UN = 1.25 
S = S yUN = 0 . 5 3 
T = T yUN = 1 .25 
M = N = M /UN = 0 .3! 
c 
T h i s i s a symmet r i ca l , mechanism which w i l l p r o d u c e t h e s p e c i f i e d 






The derivations by Do Tesar of the coordinates for the pin 
joints and coupler points of the Watt, Evans, and symmetrical mechanisms 
are presented here as reference material. 
Derivation of Coordinates of Watt Mechanism 
The notation used here for the Watt mechanism is from Figures 6 
and 7„ Letting T be the longer crank, the output point C on the coupler 
link center line AB is located from pin joint A by the distance 
r = f ^ R S (A"1* 
where n = +1 represents the crossed type and n = -1 represents the open 
type. A more general form of the linkage is possible., Some points D, 
not lying on the coupler center line, may also produce satisfactory 
approximate straight line motion. These points are taken to be those 
lying on a line from the instant center through point C and specified 
by the parameter k = CD. 
The location of the fixed pivot .0 in the U, V system is given 
by 
U = trSiny (A-2) 
V = (R + r cos y) 
50 
where S = 1.0 and y represents the angle formed by the coupler link AB 
with the cranks in the design position. The pin joint A is located by 
U?1 = U1 (A-3) 
VP = V +R 
The coordinates of the fixed point 0, are 
V = V +R+cosy+TiT (A-4) 
U2 = U1 - Siny 
and the coordinates of the pin joint B are 
VP2 = V2 + nT (A-5) 
UP2 = u2 
Finally, the location of the output point D is given by 
VPI = k (A-6) 
UPI = 0 
Such that 
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To obtain the value of the coupler angle e, the law of cosines is used 
in the form 
2 2 
-lrM +1-N -. ,A n. 
e = ±ccs [—— ] (A-9) 
where the negative sign is used when the product (k)(n) is greater than 
zero, 
Derivation of Coordinates of Evans Mechanisms 
Figure 9, the General Form of the Evans Mechanism, shows the 
points used in the following derivation. 
The initial position of the coupler (denoted by the subscript o) 
and the central position (denoted by the subscript c) have well-defined 
instant centers P and Pf, Any crank which is to be added as a con-
o c 
straint to the motion such as 0 A must be on pole rays from these instant 
centers „ The point Pf, rigidly attached to the outer surface of the 
smaller Cardan circle, moves along the diameter 2(0P ), of the larger 
circle so that Pf coincides with P in the central position. Hence 
c c 
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P'OP" is the diameter of the smaller circle which coincides with the 
c c 
diameter 2(0P ) of the larger circle in the central positions,, The 
result is that the ellipse being traced by point A has 2(0P ) as one 
of its axes of symmetry„ If the crank 0 A is to approximate the ellip-
3. 
ticai path of A, its center of rotation must lie on OP «, 
The smaller Cardan circle has its center 0' on a ray (defined 
by co) from the origin of the U, V coordinate system (the center of the 
fixed Cardan circle) and its radius is r - 1. This circle must pass 
through the origin of the U, V system. The radius of the outer circle 
is OP =2„ As shown in the figure, U is the average of the U coordi-
nates for B and B * so that: arc B B best approximates the straight 
line which point B on the smaller Cardan circle describes. This gives 
the coordinates of 0, to be 
b 
U = 1 + cos to (A-10) 
v 2 = -k 
and the coordinates of B are 
UP2 = 2 cos co (A-ll) 
VP 2 - o 
where k will take sufficiently large positive or negative values to 
insure that arc B B satisfactorily approximates a straight line„ In 
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the initial position, the instant center P is located at r o 
(2 cos a), 2 sin o)) 
Note that the slope of the diameter P^P1 is governed by the angle 
(23-0)). Letting the directed distance of the pin joint A from the center 
0' of the smaller circle be p, the coordinates of A are 
o 
VP = sino) + psin (23-0)) (A-12) 
UP = cosu) + pcos (23-0)) 
The slope of the line A P is 
^ o o 
_ sinoj - psin (23-0)) f . 
m T-—- r- (A-13) 
coso) - pcos (23-0)) 
such that the equation of this line in the U, V system is 
V = 2 sino) + m(U-2 cosw) (A-14) 
The equation of OP is 
c 
U = V cot 3 (A-15) 
Lines OP and A P intersect at the desired fixed pivot 0 which has 
c o o a 
the coordinates 
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„ _ 2 sinw - 2m COSOJ , . - _, 
v - = -— ^ A - l b ) 
1 1 - m cot 8 
2 sinu) - 2m cosco 
1 " tan£-m 
The l o c a t i o n of D on the ou t e r su r face of the smal le r Cardan c i r c l e i s 
def ined by the parameter a , such t h a t 
VPI - 2 cos (a+uO cos (a ) (A-17) 
VPI =: 2 s i n (a+co) cos (a ) 
The orientation of the u, v system which has its origin at D is given 
by the parameter a. Since the coordinates of all the pertinent points 
(A, B, 0 y 0K> D) are known, the linkage is completely determined. The a JD 
determination of the usual link dimensions (Q, R, S, T, M, N) is not 
reviewed here since it is quite straightforward. 
Derivation of Expressions for Link Dimensions 
of Symmetrical Mechanisms 
In Figure 10 is shown the symmetrical linkage referred to in this 
section. All dimensions of the lqnks are related to the coupler link AB 
which is taken to have a fixed magnitude S =•- 2.0. The following formulas 
can be used to determine the link dimensions: 
M = N = [1 + c 2 ] 1 / 2 
e = tan (-c) 
Q = |2a| 
1 
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2 . .- .2-.1/2 R = T = [d" + ( i - a r : (A-18) 
and the u, v system is given in terms of the x, y system as 
u = x - a (A-19) 
v = y - d ± c 
where the minus sign corresponds to th 



















CHARTS OF COMPUTER OUTPUT 
The results of the computer programs for the approximate straight 
line output of the Watt, Evans, and symmetrical mechanisms have been 
plotted on the charts included in Appendix B. The type of mechanism 




AB = S 
2.8 Tc 
I fer^ 
4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 
CROSSED LINKAGE C7=+l) R_ 
CHART Wl, STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc 
DEVIATION Dc=O.OI UNIT 
GAMMA X=30° 
Figure 14. Watt Mechanism Chart W 1, 
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WATT MECHANISM 
AC = M 
2A 2.4 
OPEN LINKAGE ("7 = -1) 
2.0 1.6 1.2 .8 4 
Tc2.8 
2.8 i 
4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 £8 
CROSSED LINKAGE f?=+l) R -̂
CHART W2.STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH L c 
DEVIATION Dc=0.0l UNIT 
GAMMA r=45° 
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2:8 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.2 .8 4 
- 4 2.8 Tr 
Tc28 
4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 
CROSSED LINKAGE (*» = +l) R r 
CHART W3, STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH L c 
DEVIATION Dc=O.OI UNIT 
GAMMA y=60° 





AB = S n "V AC = M 
On „ f\Y 
V= + l 
OPEN LINKAGE (^ = -1) 
6 1,2 .8 4 
Tc2.8 
4 .8 1.2 1.6 
CROSSED LINKAGE (*?=+l) 
CHART W4, STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc 
DEVIATION Dc=O.OI UNIT 
GAMMA^ r=75° 
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OPEN LINKAGE (*?=-l) 
1.6 1.2 .8 4 
2.8 Tc 
Tc2.8 
4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 
CROSSED LINKAGE (V= +1) ~ 
2.8 
Rr-
CHART W5, STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH L c 
DEVIATION Dc=O.OOIUNIT 
GAMMA 7*75° 
Figure 18. Watt Mechanism Chart W 5. 
WATT MECHANISM 
Ob 
J O * 
Ob 
c 
A B = S 
•^=+1 
AOM 
OPEN LINKAGE (*?=-!) 
fe^-, , A ^=-1 
2.8 Tc 
Tc2.8 
4 .8 f.2 1.6 
CROSSED LINKAGE (17=+!) 
2.0 2.4 2.8 
R=-
CHART W7, STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc 
DEVIATION Dc=0.00l UNIT 
GAMMA 7=90° 
F i g u r e 1 9 . Wat t Mechanism C h a r t W 6 . 
WATT MECHANLSM 




E AB=S : 
c 
*B 
AC = M 
OQ 
aJX 
17=-! J§t A 
OPEN LINKAGE (i? = -|) 
•6 1.2 .8 4 
T 2.8 
•8 1.2 |.6 
CROSSED LINKAGE (V=+l) 
2.8 T 
2.0 2.4 2.8 
R— 
CHART W6, STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc 
DEVIATION D =0.01 UNIT 
GAMMA *7=90° 
Figure 20. Watt Mechanism Chart W 7. 
EVANS MECHANISM 
^1.3^ CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
' LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
—do]--CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
(0*30 P* 0 
0.6 h 




30 40 50 60 70 80—*~ a 
CHART E 2 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION Dc=0.05 UNIT AND 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 2 1 . Evans Mechanism Charts E 1 and E 2 . 
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EVANS MECHANISM 
2 .̂ CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
' LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
/ ^ . o. 
— ^ — C O N T O U R LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
%\ RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
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30 40 50 
CHART E 4 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION Dc=O.OI UNIT AND 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 22. Evans Mechanism Charts E 3 and E 4 . 
D / V EVANS MECHANISM D</N. ou 
"\ V 3 ^ CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
* » ' LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
- - © - - CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
°^ RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
k= 2.0* w=30 £=15 k = -2 .0 w* 30 /3*I5 
p ' 
-0.6 \-
30 40 50 bU fV 80—»~a 30 40 50 
CHART E5 CHART E6 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION Dc=0.05 UNIT AND 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 23. Evans Mechanism Charts E 5. and E 6. 
EVANS MECHANISM 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINKS VARIES 
FROM 2.59 TO 5.05 
( j= 45 /3 = 0 k = - 2 . 0 C J = 4 5 
10 20 30 
CHART E 7 
0=0 
10 20 
CHART E 8 
30 40 50 60 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION DQ = 0.05 
CD 
00 
Figure 24. Evans Mechanism Charts E 7 and E 8. 
EVANS MECHANISM 
bA k - 2 . 0 />-0.0 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINKS VARIES 
FROM 2.50 TO 2.83 
k = -2.0 p^O.O 
20 30 40 
CHART E 9 
50 60 70 80—»-a 20 30 40 
CHART E 10 
50 60 70 80 —-a 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION Dr = 0.05 
Figure..25. Evans Mechanism Charts E 9 and E 10. 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINKS VARIES 
FROM 2.50 TO 2.83 
k =-2.0 p = o.o 
EVANS MECHANISM 
20 30 40 
CHART E II 20 30 40 
CHART E 12 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION D =0.01 
Figure 26. Evans Mechanism Charts E 11 and E 12 -j o 
EVANS MECHANISM 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINKS VARIES 
FROM 2.50 TO 2.83 
k = - 2 . 0 p=0.0 
b 4 k = 2.0 p*0.0 
Sfa 
20 30 40 
CHART E 13 
80 20 30 40 
CHART E 14 
50 60 70 80—^a 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc FOR DEVIATION Dc = 0.001 
Figure 27o Evans Mechanism Charts E 13 and E 14 0 
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SYMMETRICAL MECHANISM 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE 
SAME LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK VARIES FROM 3.0 TO 
a =5.0 
CHART S I 
3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 C-
DEVIATION Dc = 0.05 UNIT CHART S 2 
6.0 C-
DEVIATION Dc = 0.001 UNIT 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc AND RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
gure 28e Symmetrical Mechanism Charts S 1 and S 2 
SYMMETRICAL MECHANISM 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE 
SAME LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK VARIES FROM 3.0 TO 
a =3.0 
CHART S 3 DEVIATION Dc = 0.05 UNIT 
-1.0 
CHART S 4 
10 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 C 
DEVIATION Dc= 0.001 UNIT 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc AND RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 29. Symmetrical Mechanism Charts S 3 and S 4. 
SYMMETRICAL MECHANISM 
2-^CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING 
THE SAME LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
-GO^'CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
-2.0 -1.0 0 
CHART S5 
-2.0 -1.0 0 
CHART S6 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 C 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 C—• 
DEVIATION 0 ^ 0 . 0 5 UNIT 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc AND RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 3G„ Symmetrical Mechanism Charts S 5 and S 6 . 
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SYMMETRICAL MECHANISM 
^ l . 2 ^ C 0 N T 0 U R LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING 
THE SAME LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
, .JI3KC0NT0UR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE SAME 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
a =-1.5 
- 2 . 0 - i .o 
CHART S7 DEVIATION Dc«0.05 UNIT 
6.0 C -2 .0 -1.0 0 
CHART S8 DEVIATION Dc*O.OOI UNIT 
6.0 C 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH L c AND RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 31«, Symmetrical Mechanism Charts S 7 and S 8o 
SYMMETRICAL MECHANISM 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE 
SAME LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK VARIES FROM 3.0 TO 3.6 
a =-3.0 
CHART S 9 DEVIATION Dc = 0.05 UNIT 
4.0 -
- , 0 ° 10 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6 0 C 
CHART SIO DEVIATION Dc =0.001 UNIT 
STRAIGHT LINE LENGTH Lc AND RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK 
Figure 32. Symmetrical Mechanism Charts S 9 and S 10 en 
SYMMETRICAL MECHANISM 
CONTOUR LINES REPRESENT LINKAGES HAVING THE 
SAME LENGTH OF APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT 
RATIO OF LONGEST TO SHORTEST LINK VARIES FROM 3.0 TO 3 
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CHART SI 
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DEVIATION Dc = 0.05 DEVIATION Dc= 0.001 CHART S 12 
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SAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Included in Appendix C is a sample computer program for the Evans 
mechanism with a representative sample output. The computer programs 
for the Watt and Symmetrical mechanisms are very similar and it was 





















COMMIT cTUOY OF THE DEVIATION FROM EXACT STRAIGHT LIN^ MOTION AS 
OROnncED RY FVANS TYPE LINKAGES. THE OUTPUT WILL GIVE 
THE PRESSURF ANGLE, TYPE OF MECHANISM, THE LENGTH OF THE 
STRAIGHT LINE OUTPUT FOP THPEF DIEFFRENT ACCURACv 
SPECIFICATIONS JAMES HIEGEL,» M.E., G.I.T., JULY 1964 
INTEGER T•J»L,Z,F,FAT( ) • AM , A£,MEN»MAD* AT»MA 
ARRAY U(3) »V( 3 ) ',VP( 2 ) »UP( 2) »UU(2 ) ,VV(2) ,VVP(2 ) ,UUP(2) • 
"PU(2),VPV(2) »DR(6) ,UM(6),GA(6),GB(6) ,IP(6),IS(6) ,CH(6) , 
DL(330) ,MS(330) ,FAT(4) 
r,= ] .7453293**-? • $ Z~0 $ W=U80.0»G) 
PROCEDURF AMGl E(X,Y$V) 
REG IN c=ARc( x/n. 017453?"^ )$ T=ABs(Y/0.017453293) 
FTTMcp TF fX.Y) GTR 0.0 
RFC IN v = A.Rc(c-T| $ RETURN END 
OTĤ P'-'I SE 
CTTHFR TF (C + T) GTR 90.0 
RFG1M v = A.PSl 180.0-1 S + T ) ) % RETURN END 
ruHFRwlsF 
BEGIN V = S + T % RETURN END 
FND ANGLE () 
SUBROUTINE PATH 
BEGIN FITHFR IF MA LSS 0 $ AT = 3 $ OTHERWISE 
AT = 0 
TF ( (-MA ) (F-l80 ) ) FOL 1.0 
RFf,TN FOR AM= (AT+1 , 1 ,AT + 3 ) 
RFGJN np ( SMI =i|M( AM) =GA ( AMI =GB ( AM ) =T P ( AM ) = T s ( AM)=CH ( AM) =0.0 
r,RT=CiAT=90.0 $ DOT= 0.0 
7 = MEN = SV = SAVE = SU = GIN = M R : : S 0 T = D=0.0 $ FAT(AT + 1)=0 $L = 1 
FOR 7=(Z, AG* 180) $ 
RFGIN PHIR=PPHIR+(G.Z) $ 
TF PHIR LSS 0.0 $ PHIR=PHIR+(2.0.W) $ 
PHI=PHIR/G $ 
TF (MAD FOL 2) AND (PPHIR GTR W) $ 
PHTR LSS w $ GO TO ADD END $ 
(MAD FQL 2) AND (PPHIR LSS W) % 
PHTR GTR W S GO TO ADD END % 
MAD CQ|_ -J ? 
iTN F]TMFR IF AG GTP 0 S 
PHTR GTR SPHIR $ (7=7-AG $ RETURN END END $ 
OTHFRWISF $ 
RFGIN TF PHIR LSS SPHIR $ (Z=7-AG $ RETURN END FND END $ 
L.A = SIN(PHIR) S F = F + MA S 
I B = COS (PHIR)--(Q/R ) $ 117 
L.C = nO.O+R.R+T.T-S.$l/(2.0.R.T) ) - ( 0/T ) COS ( PH I R ) $ 118 
I..D = SORTf LA.LA + LB.LB-LC.LC) $ 126 
cIR - (2.0)ARCTANI(LA-CA.LD)/(LB+LC)) $ 127 
EITHER TF (CTR GTR W/2.o) AMD (SIR LEO W) % SIRI-SIP-W $ 130 
OR TF (SIR L^S -W/2.0) AND (SIR GFO -W) S SIRI=SIR+W $ 131 
nTHFRWI^E S SIRI=SIR $ 132 
AX = R.COS(PHIR) * AY = R.SIN(PHIR) $ 133 
RX = T.COS(SIR) + 0 $ BY = T.SIN(SIR) $ 134 
TF M R LSS 0.0 % SIR = SIR+2.0.W •$ S I = ( S T R-sc IR ) /G $ 
TF ARS(M) GTR 200.0$ S I = ( 360 . 0- ( S I ON ( s I ) ) ( S I ) ) ( S T GN ( W-S I R ) ) $ 
BEGIN TK=APCTAN((BY-AY)/(BX-AX)) $ 135 
EITHER TF (RX-AX) LSS 0.0 $ KIR=IK+W $ 136 
OTHERWISE $ KIR =IK $ 137 
RFGIN TF 
TF 




TF KIR LSS 0.0 % 
\f I s K I R / G 
KIR=KIR+2.0.W ENO % 
$ 
138 
W1FF.. Y=((P) (COS(PHIR) ) ) + ( (M ) (COS(ER + <TP) ) ) $ 
v=( (P) ( <;IN(PHIR )))•(•( (M ) (SIN(FR+KIP) ) ) $ 140 
iics( ( (X) (COSJTHR ) ) )-•( (Y) (SlN(THR) )) + ((!( I) ) ) 
VS =( (X) (SIN(THR ) ) )+( (Y) (COc(THP) ) ) + (V(I ) ) 
C U M (US-U(3 ) ) (COS ( ALR) )-( VS-V(3) ) ( c I N ( ALR ) ) ) /UN 








IF ABS(Z) EOL 1.0 $ 






RFGIN IF F EQL 180 $ BEGIN SOT=SU $ IF D GTR 0.001 % 
BEGIN FR = -FR $ F. = -F. 
TF ( (GIN) ( cn-sAVF ) L.cc 
$ PU=1.0 $ GO TO WIFE 
0.0) 
END ENC END $ 
$ 
FITHPR TF '.'FN FOL 0 T, (SU=SAVF $ DOT=l.o % GO TO OUT) . $ 
OR TF MFM FO|_ 1 * (SU=SAVF $ DOT = 1.0 % GO TO GUT) % 
OTH^PWlcF $ (SU=cAVF $ DOT =1.0 $ GO TO MUT) $ 
nL(F)=SV/UN S 155 
MS (F) =S(|-S0T % SAVF=SU $ 356 
*NG|_E ( (PHHI+Z.G ) , IvrfiGAB) $ 157 
ANGLF(SIRI • K S G B A ) 
?F GAR LSS GAT 
TF GRA LSS GRT 
CWITCH MEN*(RADtGOOD) 











HUT.. RPGIN IIM( AT+1 ) SCJI-COT $ MPN=1 $ CH(AT+1)= KI- KK I $ 
f,b, ( ftT + 1 )=GAT % GR( AT + 'l )=GRT$ DR(AT + 1) = D $ 
TP(AT + 1 )=7 $ IS( AT + U = SI END $ 
RAH.. TF 0 GTR o.ni $ 
GUT.. BEGIN l)M( AT+2 ) = cll-cOT $ MF;N = 2 $ CH(AT + 2) = KI- KKI $ 
GAI AT + 2 )=GAT $ G.B(AT + 2I=GRT$ DR(AT + 2) = D $ 
TP(AT + 2 >=Z $ IS(AT+2)=SI END % 
GOOD.. TF n GTR 0.05 % 
MUT.. REGIN UM(AT + 3)=Si/-S0T $ FAT(AT+:L)=F $ CH(AT + 3) = Kl- KKI $ 
GA(AT+3 )=GAT $ GR(AT+3)=GPT$ DR(AT+3)= D $ 
TP(AT+3)=7 
D E T " R M 
FOR * - -2.0, 2.0 
POR OMGA = ^0.0 
POP oFTA = js.n 
POP PHO = -0,4 
POR ALFA = 75.0 












RPGTN P>ER=(G) (REJA ) $ ALR= (G) ( ALFA+OMGA ) * OMR = (G)(OMGA) $ 
TF OMGA EOL RF7A $ GO TO JOB % 
TF APS (OMGA-RETA) GTR 4 5.0 $ GO TO JOB % 
T=l % J = 2 % 23 
l..M= ( SINJOMR )-(RHO) SIN (2.0 (RER)-(OMR) ) ) / 
(COS(OMR)-(RHO)COC(?.0(PER)-(OMR))) % 
FI THFP TF RFR FQL 0.0 % 
OTHFP'.'ICF 
V(l) = o.o % 
% 
V(1 ) = ( ( (2.0)SIN(0MP) ) -(?.O.LNMCOS(OMR) ) /( l.O-(LM) /(TAN(BF R ) ) ) % 
M ( 1 ) = ( 2 . 0 H sI^(0MR )-(L M)COS(OMR) )/(TAN(RFR)-I..M) $ 
vP< 1 ) = CIM(0MR) +(PHO)SIN( (2.0) (BER)-(OMP) ) 
nP( 1 )=C0S(0MP) + (RHO)COS( I2.n) (BER)-(OMR) ) 
% 




H(3) = ( 2.0)C0S(ALR)C0Sf 
V(3)=(2.0)SIN(ALR)COS| 
iilK T )=D( J)-"( T ) 
VV( T )=V(J)-V( T ) 
i rt)P ( J )=IJP( j)_|iP{ J ) 
VVP(I)=VP(J)-VP(I) 
'IPU( I ) =HR( I )-n( I ) $ 
VPV( I )=VP(I )-V( I) $ 
O = SQRT( (UU( I ) ) (ll!.i( I 
R = SORT( (UPl)( I ) ) (UPi.M I ) 
c = SORT( (IMIP( I ) ) (||UP( I ) 
T = SORT ( (UPU(J) ) (IIPIM J) 
EI THFR TF ll(j( I ) LSS 0.0 $ 
OTHFRWISE $ 
TF TMR LSS 0.0 % 
Y X P = UPI.I ( I )C0< (THR) + 
vyP = -(JPll( I )c]N ( THR ) + 
yPX = IIPIM J) COS (THR) + 
vPY = —UPII ( J)SlN(THR) + 
DHHT=ARCTAN(YYP/XXP) 
IF XXP LSS 0.0 $ 
OTHFRVISE $ 
TF opHIR LSS 0.0 $ 
PPHT=PPHTR/G 
DP«;i=ARCTAN(YPY/xPX) 
TF (XDX) LSS 0.0 $ 
OTHFpwl^F <S 
T F C ^ I R L ^ S O . O $ 
ccI=ccIR/G 
| < K I R = A R C T A M ( ( Y P Y - Y Y D ) 
TF ( X P X - X X . P + Q i L.cc 0 . 0 
O T H F P W l s F % 
I F K K I R LSS 0 . 0 f 
A N G L E ( P H H T » I K K I R S G G A ) 
A N G L E ( P P S I . I K K I R S G G R ) 
X J = ( U ( 3 )-! .)( I ) I COS ( T H R ) 
v J = - ( i M 3 ) - U ( I ) ) S I N (THR 
MX = X J - R . C O S ( P P H I P ) 
M Y = Y J - R . S I N ( P P H I R ) 
M = SORT (MX. . M y + M y . MY 
E I T H E R TF My L < ^ 0 . 0 $ 
O T H E R W l S F f 
TF FR L S S O . O $ 
F R = F P - K < I R $ 
N = S 0 R T ( A B S I S . S + M . M - 2 . 0 
MM = M A X ( 0 , R , S » T , ( ( M + N 
MN = M I N ( O . R , S » T . ( M + N ) 
P A T = M M / N N ?> I F RAT 
I!U1 = ( V P V ( I ) + (M( I ) ) TAN( 
( T A M ( T H R ) - ( V V P ( 1 ) / H H P ( 
V V l = ( ' l i n ) ( V V P ( I ) / ( i i IP ( 1 
E I THFR I P ( SORT( (LM n - L I M l ) (M( T 
S 0 R T ( I L K J l - I J U l ) MM J 
E I T H E R 
E I THFR 
B E G I N 
E I T H F P 
( A L R ) - ( O M R ) ) 
( A L R ) - ( O M R ) ) 
UPI.H J ) = M P | ' J ) - U ( J ) 
V P V ( J ) = V P ( J ) - V ( J ) 
) ) + ( V V ( I ) ) ( V V ( I ) ) 1-
) + ( V P V ( I ) ) ( V P V ( I ) ) ) 
) + ( W P ( I ) ) ( V V P ( I ) ) ) 
) + ( V P V ( J ) ) ( V P V ( J ) ) ) 
T H R = A R C T A N ( V V ( I ) / U U ( I ) >+>•< 
T H R = A R C T A N ( V V ( I ) / U U ( I ) > 
T H R = T H R + 2 * O . W 
V P V ( I ) S I N ( T H R ) 
V P V ( I ( C O S ( T H R ) 
V P V ( J ) S I N ( T H R ) 












$ GAT=GGA $ GBT=GGB 
+(V(3)-V(I))SIN(THR) 
) + (V(3)-V( I ) )CO<;(THR) 
F R = A R C T A N ( M Y / M X ) +W 
F R = A R C T A N ( M Y / M X ) 
F R = F R + 2 . 0 . W 
E = E R / G 
. S . C O S ( E R ) ) ) 
2 . 0 ) ) 
R ] 0 . 0 $ GO TO JOB 
R ) - ( U P ( I ) ) ( V V P ( 1 ) / U ( ) P ( l ) ) ) / 
) ) 
+ VP( I ) - ( V V P ( 1 ) / ! M I P ( 1 ) ) ( H P ( I ) ) 
U U 1 ) + ( V ( I ) - V V 1 ) ( V ( I ) - V V ] ) ) + 



































rCA=i.O $ OTHERWISE 
"N = (0+R+S+T+( (M + N )/2.0) 1/5.0 EI THFR TF (Q+5) GTR (T + R) 
BFGIN cA = MAX(Q.S) 
OTHFRWlfF 
$ SB = 0 + S-SA $ S O 
BFGIN c A = M A X ( T » R ) % C P = T + R - S A $ S O M A X 
F I T ^ R TF ICA-^R) |„C c (c.r-<n) 
RFGIM C M = MIN(SA,SB»SC»^D> 
F T TM^o T F ARC ( CM.fl ) cc n # o n n 0 T 
RFr, T M T K K T P = 1 . 0 $ 
A G = 1 $ 
FNTFR PATH 
MAD = 0 S F=I79 
AG = -1 % 
FNTER PATH 
MAD = 0 $ F=18 1 
OR IF ABS (SM-R) LSS 0.00001 
B E G I N TKKIR=2.0 $ 
&G=1 $ 
FNTFR PATH 
MAD = 0 % F=179 
A G = - 1 % 
T M T F P PATH 
MAD-n % F = 1 R 1 
OR TF ARC(CM_T) c c o . n n 'i o 1 
R F GIM TKK IP=3.0 $ 
O T H F P W J c. F 
p F r, T M T ifkr T <? = 4 , 0 
EMF.. CPH1R = ARCC0S( (Q.Q+R.R-(S+T) (S + T) )/( 
MA=SIGN(W-PPHIR) $ S P H I R 
AG=WA $ MAD--1 % F=180 
% CCA=-1.0 
MAX(T.R) $ SD=T+R-SC END 
(Q,S) $ SD=0+c_sC END 
SPHTR=0.0 
% CA=CCA $ MA=1 
$ CA=CCA $ MA=-1 
END 
SPHIR=0.0 
$ CA=CCA % MA=1 
CA=CCA $ MA=-1 
FMD 
FNTFR PATH 
AG=-MA $ MAD = 0 $ 
TF (D LSS 0,05) AMD (DOT EOL 0.0) 
cPHIR = ARCCOC( (Q.O+P.R-(c,-T> (S-T) )/( 
TF PPHIR GTR W % 
AG=-MA % WAD=1 $ 
MA. = _MA $ FMTFO PATH $ AG=-MA % 
TF (D LSS 0,05) AMD (DOT EOL 0.0) 
OTHFRWlCF 
BFGIM TK<TR=5.0 
FITHFR TF ( (Q.O+R.R-IS-T) (S-T ) )/(2.0.R.O) ) 
cPHIR=ARCCOS((Q.O+R.R-(S-T)(S-T))/( 
OTHERWISE 
CPHIR = ARCC0S( (Q.0+P.R-(S+T) (S + T) )/( 
MALIGN (w-PPHIR ) % SPHIR 
TF (MA LSS O) AND ((SPHIR-PPHIR) GT 
TF (MA GTR 0) A.Mn < ( CPU T R-PPH I R ) Lc 
AG = MA $ M A n = 1 "$ F =18 0 
TMTFP PATH 
zir, = -MA % 
IF (D LSS 0,05) AND 
cpHIR=(2.0.W)-SPHIR 
AG=-MA $ MAD=2 $ 
MA=-MA $ FNTFR PATH S AG=-MA 
TF (D LSS 0.051 AND (DOT EOL 0.0) 
nM( I )=ABS(DM( 1) )+ABS(DM(4) ) 
i IM ( 2 ) = A B S (11M ( 2 ) ) + A B M ' )M ( 5 ) ) 
MM(1 )=ABS(DM(3) l+APc(DM(6) ) 
GO TD EMF END 
2 . 0 . R . 0 ) ) 
= (-MA)(W( 1 .O-MA)-SPHIR) 
-MA $ CA=CCA 
CA=-CA 
% ENTER PATH 
2 • 0 . R . 0 ) ) 
SPHIR=(?.O.W)-SPHIR 
F=180+MA $ CA=CCA 
MAD=0 $ CA=-CA 
$ ENTER PATH END END 
L S S 1.0 
2.0.R.0)) 
2.0.R.0)) 
= (-MA) (W(1.O-MA)-SPHIR ) 
R 0) $ MA= 1 
S O) $ MA=-1 
-MA $ CA=CCA 
F=180+MA $ CA=CCA 
i MAD = 0 $ CA=-CA 















MAD = 0 $ CA=-CA % 

















r, = 0/HN % P = P/UM 
TF I IM( 3 ) f,Tp 0.7S 
W R I T E ( S S T L l ) 















$ M=N/t . lN $ 
$ 
$ 
T L 3 ) $ 
T L 4 ) $ 
T L 4 ) $ 
TL1) ) $ 





TF IKKIR EOL 5.0 
vp ITE($$AN1n,TL10) 
MA=SIGN< 1RO-FAT (4) ) 
FOR (r=(FAT(4)+MA,MA,FAT(l )-MA) 
AC =1?.^) ([ | | DLIF+1. )-r>L(F) ) /(Nf (F+1 )-MS(E) ) )-
( (OL(F)-r>L( F-1 ) )/(NS(F)-NSf F-l ) ) ) )/(NS(F + l l-NSfP-l ) ) ) 





HM(] ),DR(] ) ,DR<4),TP(1 ) ,ISI1) ,GA(1),GR(1 ) , 
OH( 1 ) , IP(4) , I M 4 ) ,GA(4) »GB(4) ,CH(4) , 
MM( ?) ,DR(2) ,DR(5 ) , IP | 2 ) , IS(2> ,GA (2) , GB(2 ) , 
CH(2I , IP (5 ) , I M 5 ) ,GA(<=, ) ,GR(5> ,CH(5 ) , 
i'M( 3 ) ,DR( 3) ,DR( 6 ) , !P( 3 ) » IS( 3) »GA (3 ) ,GB( 3 ) , 
OH ( 3 ) , I P ( 6 ) , T S ( 6 ) , OA ( 6 ) , GB ( 6 ) , CH ( 6 ) , UN ) 
A M 6 ( « , O M G A , R F T A , P H O , A L F A ) 
A N 1 7 ( N S ( F ) »DL(F ) ,VF »AC ) 
T L H R 2 3 , * E V A N S A P P R O X I M A T E S T R A I G H T LINF M E C H A N I s M c * , 
W3,W4»W6 ) 
TL2(R5,*THTS Is A DOUBLE CRANK MECHAN ISM* , WO ) 
TL3(R5,*R IS THE CRANK OF THIS CRANK AND LEVER MEGHAN ISM*,WO> 
TL4(R5,*T IS THE CRANK OF THIS CRANK AND LFVER MECH AN I SM*, WO > 
TL5(R5»*THIS IS A DOUBLE LEVER MEGHAN ISM*,WO) 
T L 6 ( R 5 , * K = * , X 6 . 2 , P 3 , * 0 M F G A = * , X 6 . 2 , R 3 , * B E T A = * , X 6 . 2 , R 3 , 
*RHO=*»X6.2,B3,*ALPHA=*,X6.2»B3,W2) 
TL7(R5,*THIS IS OOHRLE LEVER MECHANISM OF THE SECOND KIND*,WO) 
T L I 7 ( R 5 , X H . 8 , X I 7 . 8 , F? 0 . 8 , F 1 7 . 8 , W<"> ) 
TL1 n(R5 »*NORMALI7F-D UN I T LFNGTH =* , F 1 4 . 8 ,R5 , *RAT I 0 =*,F14.8,W6 
R*»*LINK LENGTHS AND COUPLFR DIMENS IONS*,W2, 
R5,*0 = * ,F14.8,R2,*R=* •F14.8,R2»*S=* ,FI 4 . 8,B2•*T = * ,F14.8 
W2, 
R5,*FPSILON =*,X10.5,B3,*SIDE T =*,F]4.8,B3,*SIDE 2 = *, 
F14.8,W2, 
R5,*INITIAL ANGLFS*,W2, 
B5,*PHI=* ,X8.3,B3,*PSI=* »XR.3 ,B3 ,*GAMMA A=* ,X8.3,B3, 
*GAMMA R = *,X8.3,R3,*CHI = *,X8.3,W0, 
3(B5,*LENGTH = * , F14.8»R3,*DL = *,F14.8 ,B3,*DR = * , F14.8,W4,WO 
R5,*CORRESPONDING LIMITS FOR INPUT, OUTPUT, PRESSURE *» 
*AND COUPLER ANGLFS*»WO, 
?(R5,*PHT=* »X8.3,R3,*PSI=* ,X8.3,B3,*GAMMA A = * ,X8.3»B3» 
*GAMMA R = ^,X8.3,B3»*CHI = *,X8.3»W0)), 
P20, *EVANS APPROXIMATE STRAIGHT LINE MECHANISMS*, 
W3,W4,W6, 
R5,*NORMALIZED UNIT LENGTH =*,F14.8,W4,W2, 
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